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Entrepreneurship Education
Experience
• Qualifications: BEc (Monash), MCom (UNSW), PhD

(London Business School), MBA (Deakin), FCPA
• Professor of Entrepreneurship 6/2001 to current
• Program Director Master of Entrepreneurship and

Innovation (MEI)
• Taught Opportunity Evaluation, Corporate

Entrepreneurship and Financial Decision Making
• Manager MEI reaccreditation (2004)
• World authority on private company exit strategies (trade

sales and IPO)
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Personal Entrepreneur Experience

• Four software firms in the UK and USA (1979 -1999)
• Two acquisitions
• Raised venture capital twice
• Sold all four firms at a profit
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Fundamental Issue

Are entrepreneurs born or bred?
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Attributes of Entrepreneurs

• Passion
• Risk tolerant (or risk managers)
• Perseverance
• Persuasive
• Creative in business concepts (new ways and

means)
• Initiators
• Optimistic
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How do they think?

• Out of the box/lateral thinking
• Put things together in different ways
• Make things happen
• Strong desire to make a difference
• Strong ethical values/very customer centric
• Money is rarely a consideration (if it works the

money will come)
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Education Motivations

• Acknowledge that they need more information/skills/
processes

• Very demanding
• Want to see value for money (normally fee paying)
• High achievers
• Want to work on their own businesses
• Take no prisoners (no fluff)
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Classroom Attitude

• Low tolerance for theory (although OK if it can be
applied right now!)

• Want stuff they can use tomorrow at work
• Wont tolerate poor teaching
• No time for instructors without real world

experience
• Learning process must be pragmatic
• Highly motivated when they can see how it will help

them in their businesses
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Educational Objectives

• Up-skilling (they often have no formal business
training)

• Provide pragmatic tools
• Help them develop their own businesses (resilience,

growth, risk management, harvesting)
• Provide pragmatic processes and tools they can use

in their businesses
• Learn to control emotion and validate assumptions
• Learn to use resources (research, library, networks)
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Pedagogy

• Case studies
• Team Projects
• Projects in own business
• Work on real world problems
• Highly interactive
• Facilitation not lecturing
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Assessment

• Action oriented
• Real world problems
• Show how to relate theory to solving a real business

problem
• Use external panels to validate plans
• Lots of war stories (but need learning outcomes)
• Mature audience (trust, no exams)
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Instructors

• Must have credibility (real world
experience/academic qualifications)

• Needs to have relevant experience (not large
corporate or large service provider)

• Able to relate theory to real world problems through
cases, stories, examples

• Must have experience with executive education
(mature demanding audience)
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Educational Outcomes

• Improve the probability of success of the
entrepreneur

• Cannot guarantee they wont fail (too many
externalities)

• Help them avoid common pitfalls
• Give them some pragmatic tools and processes they

can use every day
• Help them to become more objective and see the

need to validate their assumptions
• See the need to work with others (networks Strategic

relationships)
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It is not!

• About making lots of money
• Raising Venture Capital
• Training leaders
• Examining how entrepreneurs behave
• Looking at the impact of innovation on the economy
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